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Our annual August outing was a great success and our thanks are due once
more to the organising ability and hard work of Howard King. It's many
years since we last visited the Mosquito museum and quite a few years since
we were last at the RAF museum at Hendon. I have included a report of these
visits in this newsletter.
Martyn Cook has written a report of our recent visit to the Rolls Royce
museum at Derby and by all accounts it was an enjoyable day.
We exist to preserve the history and heritage of the aviation history of
Martlesham and our treasurer, Pat Lisseman has applied for grants to enable
us to put descriptive plaques on parts of the old airfield. So far there is a
plaque outside the old fuel terminal and another one near the control tower
which explains the purpose of the recently uncovered revetments. Other
plaques are planned. Well done Pat!
In June Howard King invited the public to go with him and Martyn Cook on
an organised walk around the old airfield. These walks generate an encouraging interest from the general public and all agreed that it was a most
interesting experience.
As I always say - Thank you to all those who have submitted contributions
and please keep them rolling in.

ED

Howard King organised a very successful walk around the old airfield on
Sunday 23rd June. It is surprising how much evidence still exists and Martyn
Cook was able to explain as they went around.
As you can see from the picture below, there was a very good turn-out.

Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell321@gmail.com
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Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome 7 new members since tour last newsletter…
Edwin Attwood David Hovell

Allan Stimson

Gary Bauer

Nigel Bond

David Cook

Richard Ward

Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:

Martyn Cook : 4 Peel Yard: Martlesham Heath : Ipswich : IP5 3UL
Telephone: (01473) 614442
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Email: martyn.mhas@gmail.com
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Friday 2nd August and a full coach load of us set out to visit the De Havilland
Museum at Salisbury hall and then on to the RAF Museum at Hendon. A day
long outing always replaces the August meeting at the Community Hall.

Ivan Hazell

Isaac Skinner

Richard Sanders

Carl Bartz’s Immaculate VW

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary
4th October ‘19 .…………. Audio Visual Presentation ……...... TONY BUTTLER
'Building Concord'

MHAS Members
Learning about the Molins & Pounder Anti Tank Gun

1st November ‘19 .………. Audio Visual Presentation …..…… CLIVE STEVENS

Please check website - www.mhas.org.uk - for Programme updates

It was a warm and mostly sunny day and in just under 2 hours we arrived at
Salisbury Hall, the De Havilland museum (many of us refer to it as the
"Mosquito" museum).
The hall itself has a long history. The present house was built in 1507 to
replace an earlier house. During the 1930's it was purchased by Sir Nigel
Gresley, the famous locomotive designer, who was responsible for the
Mallard. The Mallard still holds the world speed record for steam locomotives and rumour has it that it was named after one of the Mallard's on the
moat!
We have visited the museum before many years ago when I believe it was
known simply as the "Mosquito museum". It was the secret wartime site of
De Havilland's private venture to design the brilliant DH Mosquito. Indeed
the first Mosquito was flown out of an adjacent field to the nearby De
Havilland factory and airfield at Hatfield. It has expanded since then to
encompass the other achievements of the wonderful De Havilland aircraft
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'US Air Force 1945 Legacy'

MHAS Vice President

10th November ‘19 .……..…. Remembrance Parade …….. BARRACK SQUARE
'At 3:00pm'

6th December ‘19 .……..…. Audio Visual Presentation ……..…….. KEN ELLIS
'The De Havilland Story'

3rd January '20 .……..…… Audio Visual Presentation ……………

TOM TYLER

'Awaiting a Title'

7th February '20 .………… Audio Visual Presentation ………… CHRIS TYLAND
'Air & Water’ (Felixstowe Sea Planes)

6th March '20 .…….……. Audio Visual Presentation ……… ROBERT PERSON
'Espionage (SOE) WWII Norwegian Campaign'

company.
We were divided into two groups and were taken round by two knowledgeable guides.
With the visit over it was back on the bus and onto the RAF Museum at
Hendon.
RAF HENDON
This, of course, MHAS members have also visited before, but since we were
last there it has received a lottery grant and has been developed and expanded.
One of the recent impressive additions has been what is known as the
"Grahame White factory". Entrance is through the original main entrance
hall of the old airport. This contains many Edwardian and Great War aircraft
and tells the early story of aviation.
Visit over we boarded our comfortable Felixstowe Travel coach and returned
home in the early evening.
Our grateful thanks are due once again to Howard King, who always does a
great job in organising our trips.

This young pilot Will and
his friend Max posing in
front of his Dad’s jeep

One of the many pristine
Cars was this 1940’s
Standard Vanguard

Below, a marvellous version of a Packard Super Eight

Alan Powell.

Our event coincided with the annual Ipswich Heritage weekend and the
Control Tower museum is listed among the attractions.
Fiat CR42 Falco Straight from Orfordness

I’m sure Alan will forgive me but one plane I can never resist photographing
is the Fiat CR42. This very aeroplane crashed on Orfordness. It was rebuilt
and flown by Capt. Eric (Winkle) Brown, one of our late Vice Presidents.
Martyn Cook MHAS Chair
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We are foremost an aviation society and 15th September is remembered for being
the decisive day in the "Battle of Britain". The Luftwaffe made a final all-out
attack in an effort to destroy the RAF prior to invading Great Britain. Some 1500
aircraft filled our skies that fateful day and thankfully it proved decisive in our
favour.
Alan Powell
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Cars present included this rare Bull Nosed Morris Oxford and this immaculate Bentley.

Bull Nosed Morris Oxford

Six am is quite an early start, but necessary when visiting the Rolls Royce
Heritage Trust Museum in Derby. I was very surprised that 19 MHAS along
with 2 non-members were there exactly on time as was the Felixstowe Travel
Luxury coach driven by Lee Dabbs. All aboard and off we went with the
weather promising a fine day but not as hot as we had experienced recently.
The journey was quite uneventful apart from the stretch of the A14 between
Cambridge and Huntingdon. Luckily travelling west was not a problem regarding traffic, unlike travelling east which was very slow with huge traffic jam’s,
we breathed a sigh of relief. I would just add one thing at this point. If you are
contemplating taking your family in your car through these very extensive road
works then think again. You need eyes in all of those remote parts of your body
in order to keep you on course, Lee remarked that the route changes with instant
regularity so be ware.
Anyway, we arrived at the museum 15 minutes ahead of our scheduled time
10:00am to be met by Stuart Yule of Rolls Royce and Peter Collins, Rolls Royce
museum Manager. For those of you who were able to come to our September
2018 meeting you will remember Stuart Yule delivering a talk on the history of
Rolls Royce. Described as a family affair in the newsletter – Stuart came with
his immediate family including Dad, Fred Yule who is of course a MHAS
member. Writing this I was surprised just how long ago it was that Stuart gave
that talk and the time of us visiting the museum wow!!!

Immaculate Bentley
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We gathered inside and Peter Collins recapped on the history of Rolls Royce
before we were left to wander through the buildings which were once the
engineering buildings so you can possibly visualise the size of them. Despite
that, every conceivable space was used to display more engines, both internal
combustion and jet engines than you can shake a fist at, but where to begin?
Close to where we were standing
were examples of the RR RB211.
Unfortunately it was this ‘High Bypass Turbo Fan’ engine that caused
the nationalising of RR in order to
save jobs. This is a massive engine
with the Turbo Fans making it seem
that much larger.
Close by was an example of the RR
Trent engine which made a great backdrop for a group picture.
Walking around there were jet engines of all sizes. But RR manufactured
many other engines including internal combustion aero engines some of
which we are familiar with… the Merlin and the Griffon to name just two of
the most prominent and remembered engines.
Lunch was taken in the Brunswick Inn a short bus trip away from the
museum. This completed we returned to the museum and the business of
looking at more exciting technology that many of us had forgotten about or
never even new about.
RR produced engines for every
conceivable use, planes, cars,
trains, industrial usage, military
use and probably some that I
have missed. There were even
wooden mock ups of engines
like this one which probably
cost more than their eventual
working units.
As regards cars. The
only vehicle there was
an Armstrong Siddeley. This vehicle
needed a lot of TLC as
this car does travel to
shows etc. The picture
shows John Fuller, I
guess Colin Whitmore

The various air and sea rescue services from both the RAF and the Royal
Navy saved the lives of 13,269 persons, including 8,604 allied aircrew.
Lieutenant General Eaker, Commander of the USAAF Eighth Air Force,
wrote in December 1943, a few months after the appearance of the USAAF
in Britain, “Your superlative ASR Service has been one of the prime factors
in the high morale of our own combat crews. This organisation of yours has
picked up from the sea nearly 600 of our combat crewmen since we began
operations in this theatre. This is a remarkable achievement made possible
only by the highest efficiency and great courage and fortitude”
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The story of how air, sea rescue developed will appear in the next issue
of Runway 22
ED

What a great day and what great weather!
Once again our Classic Car event attracted a steady stream of visitors to see
not only the many wonderful classic cars, but also to enjoy looking round
the Control Tower museum. It is constantly being improved and reorganised by our Wednesday team and days like this are a most useful advertisement.
It is impossible to judge the number of visitors, but certainly they all
seemed to enjoy the day.
Our thanks are due to Colin Whitmore who organised the attendance of the
classic cars and also to all the MHAS helpers who contributed to making
this another popular day.
Thanks also for the display of radio controlled model aircraft and also to
those who brought their stationary engines.
The stall holders seemed to be enjoying a steady stream of customers.
Among the charities present was the St Elizabeth Hospice and East
Anglian Air Ambulance. We hope they benefited from being present.
The food and drinks were provided by the "The Flying Fryer” Fish and
Chip van, "Scoff and Nosh" provided burgers and the "Really Awesome
Coffee stall" provided really awesome coffee! An ice cream van was
another popular attraction on such an idyllic autumn day.
Or grateful thanks to Steve and Dorinda Suttle who provided the background music, sound effects (the flying Spitfire) and interviews.
Going to press I am unable to say how much money we made towards our
society funds, but I am in no doubt that the day helped our funds greatly.

rescued and about 4,000 British (over a much longer period). This is about
40% of those airmen who went down in the waters around Britain. U.S.
percentages taken by themselves, are somewhat higher at about 66%, for two
reasons. First, because their operations were in daylight hours, as opposed to
much RAF night activity. Second, by the time U.S. operations were reaching
a crescendo in 1943/44, the ASR service was vastly more efficient than it had
been two years before.
It should be kept in mind however, that if 40% (or 66% U.S.) were saved
from the sea, that 60% (or 34% U.S.) were not rescued and they have no
grave except the Channel or the North Sea. A significant portion of the 5,000
names on the Wall of the Missing at the American Cemetery at Cambridge,
are of these men.

should have been modelling the car being an Armstrong Siddeley owner,
but was unavailable; well that’s what they would say in the newspapers or
on the TV isn’t it?

MHAS Members in front of a RR Trent Engine

A Supermarine Walrus, (X9521) at Martlesham. One of
Several based here during WW2 as “A” Flight 277 Sqd.
The purpose of this article is to relate the story of Ollie Harris, and other
pilots of the Eighth Air Force's 357th Fighter Group who were grateful
"customers" of the aircraft and boats of the ASR (this was the most common
name given to the rescued by the ASR crews). Before going into the tale of
"The Yoxford Boys," as the German radio dubbed the 357th, it is desirable to
provide some background on the remarkable, and seldom told story of the
ASR operations out of the British Isle's in those long ago years of 1940-1945.
There seems to be some confusion regarding the number of servicemen
rescued from the North Sea during WW2. The following tribute was from the
commander of the USAAF in Britain just a few months after the USAAF
operation began. ED
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Thankfully our homeward journey was just as uneventful as that of the
morning arriving home at around 8:00pm. It was a really great and memorable visit. Should you want to visit you will need to be quick as the doors are
closing with the hope that the museum will be re-housed at some point in
time in a new location.
Our sincere thanks to both Stuart Yule and Peter Collins from RR. To Robert
Alexander and to Howard King who unfortunately was not able to take part
for medical reasons and Lee Dabbs who drove us there and back safely. Next
stop RR Germany but that’s another story.

Martyn Cook Chairman

What were 10 W.A.A.F. sergeants doing in a hut at the top of the Castle grounds?
They all lived in what in happier times had been a seaside boarding house
being looked after by the Landlady. If you saw them around the town they
were always smartly dressed, their uniforms tailor made. Some of them
spoke with a foreign accent. Some often sported shoulder flashes of other
nations. Of course the towns people were curious just as other Service
personnel were. The hut in which they worked was near the Coastguard
Page 6

Outlook and even they could not satisfy their curiosity. The girls had to come
up with some kind of story as the truth could not be revealed. And so the story
about the Seagulls was born. They were training carrier Pigeons to carry
messages and these often had to be in a foreign language of our allies; hence
the Polish and Czech flashes.
I doubt if anyone believed that story but it meant we were no longer asked
what we were doing. Now of course we can talk about it. We were all German
speakers and our job was to intercept and “listen in” to German pilots out on
sorties. There were similar units situated all around the coast and, and with
the results from the different units, just where the Germans were operating
could be established. We would know just who was operating and from
where so that our own forces could be prepared.
We were never more than about 100 altogether and considered ourselves
quite an elite force. The first recruits had come from the Universities and had
degrees in languages. After that came the girls who had lived in Germany and
knew somebody in the Air Force who knew ….. and then came the girls who
had been able to escape from their own countries. We were quite an effective
force, until our own forces knocked out the German Air Force, and were
proud of our work.
The Seagulls? Well that was just a nice story...

Airus Bergstrom was a pilot in the 356th Fighter Group here at Martlesham
Airus Evan Bergstrom of Logan, Utah passed away on June 5, 2019. He was
born on June 21, 1923.
He enlisted in the Army-Air Corp in 1942. Airus trained as a P-47 fighter
bomber pilot. He flew 72 missions over the English Channel into Europe
during 1943-1944.
He was recalled to active duty during the Korean War and the family moved
many times in their military career spanning 22 additional years of service.
During his military service Airus worked as a Civil Engineer on such projects
as the successful development of the Minuteman Missile. He also served in
Vietnam 1967-1968. They lived several times in Texas and California. Other
duty stations were in Arizona, Illinois, England, and Virginia; finally retiring
in 1972 in Logan.
He was a great source of family and historical information and wisdom for
his children and grandchildren. He has been a respected citizen of Cache
Valley and many have reached out to him for his opinion and advice.

ED.

Ruth Susskind

Of course what Ruth is referring to is the British "Y" Service. The Y Service
was manned by both men and women who were responsible for listening in
to both plain language (RT) and morse code, (WT) messages and also define
where they came from in order to relay them not only to Fighter Command
HQ but also often to Bletchley Park. Also the Service developed so that it
could itself decode low grade intelligence signals from the enemy. It was then
also the responsibility of the Y Service to distribute this intelligence to the
various Operational Commands.
Initially monitoring in the UK was confined to morse code traffic and many
of the officers posted to the signals intelligence units were ex “ham” operators whose pre-war hobby had been searching the wavelengths for interesting
radio traffic.
However, early in 1940 the Air Ministry set up a unit at the “Battle of
Britain” airfield at Hawkinge, near Folkestone. They were to listen in to radio
telephone transmissions from enemy aircraft. They were broadcast on VHF,
(very high frequency), and the excitement of listening into Luftwaffe pilots
was somewhat tempered by the fact that there was an acute shortage of

By Merle Olmsted. Historian for the 357th Fighter Group
"They knew when they landed, that they couldn't take off again." These are
the words of World War II fighter pilot Ollie E. Harris. He was paying tribute
to the crew of a RAF Air Sea Rescue (ASR) amphibian, which had pulled
him from the cold waters of the English Channel, some 50 years previous.
Harris was one of several thousand Allied airmen (and an unknown number
of German) whose lives were saved by the ever vigilant ASR service of
WWII. There are no precise figures available on exactly how many were
rescued in the years 1940-45 and sources vary widely.
In March 1945, in a secret report from the Headquarters, 65th Fighter Wing,
to Lt. General James Doolittle, Cmdr, Eighth Air Force, outlined the history
of ASR in the 8th Air Force. This highly useful document titled "Shepherd of
the Seas," gives a figure of 938 men rescued from July, 1945. Unfortunately,
it is not clear if this refers only to 8th AF crews, or if it is the total rescues
during that period.
In any case, British ASR historian Sid Harvey believes the number is far too
low. His research leads him to believe that about 2,000 U.S. airmen were
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Like Rex, Ralph was one of the first members of the MHAS. Ralph and Rex
were great pals having worked together for many years in the commercial
motor trade. Ralph was of a quiet disposition and I never saw him get upset
at anything. Ralph passed away on Friday 12th July aged 82 years, just 6 days
after his friend Rex.
Ralph had been in the commercial motor trade all of his working life.
Besides being a member of the MHAS he was also a member of the Ipswich
Transport Museum (ITM) where he was in his element. The museum being
made up of a great number of commercial vehicles. Ralph’s knowledge was
a great asset to the museum.
In recognition of his service to the ITM a Fire Engine named “Nellie” Ralphs
favourite vehicle belonging to the ITM was on parade at Ralph’s funeral.
For those of you who remember our Fun Days at the Control Tower you will
remember seeing a coach from the ITM driven either by Ralph or Stuart
McNae. The coach had a set route and if Ralph wasn’t driving it he was back
at the Control Tower taking tickets from the queuing passengers.

“Nellie” - 1939 Dennis New World Fire Engine
Ralph’s Favourite Vehicle

At the conclusion of our monthly meetings Ralph was always there helping
to collect up the chairs and putting them away. Ralph was a great asset to
MHAS and had sadly been ill with cancer over the past year.
Rest in peace Ralph your work is done.

Martyn Cook MHAS Chairman
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linguists! It seems incredible that nobody had thought of this but somehow it
fits with the sheer lack of preparation of us British when we first went to war.
A frantic search took place for both men and women with a good grasp of the
German language. Radar was already being manned by WAAF personnel in
the radar stations and the Filter Room at Fighter Command HQ and The Y
Service was another perfect use of women in the armed services.
Many WAAF’s, like Ruth Susskind, describe those hectic days of the Battle
of Britain in that area between Folkestone and Dover known as “Hellfire
Corner.” They describe being posted to a Kentish cliff top in a caravan and
tuning into RT transmissions by Luftwaffe pilots. As soon as a German voice
was heard the airman would shout “I’ve got one!” and one of the young
WAAF linguists would start to write down the words. It was all so amateurish
in those early days!
This was not the case as far as WT traffic was concerned. Since before the
outbreak of hostilities of course we had been monitoring German morse code
at Cheadle and Chicksands and later at Y Service stations at home and
abroad. This information was already proving invaluable to interpret German. As for the young WAAF linguists they began to recognise German
voices. *Aileen Clayton, who lived locally and has written a fascinating book
of her life in the Y Service, recalls hearing one Luftwaffe pilot chatting away
to them. “I know you English are listening, can you hear me, would you like
me to drop a bomb on you? Listen – whee, boomp!”, and he would chuckle
into the microphone. Unfortunately for him, in addition to information
supplied to 11 Group, the WAAF's always immediately informed of any
enemy aircraft activity intercepted by the Y service. He was “bounced” by a
Spitfire and was unable to get out. His screams were heard as he fell to the
ground. Aileen Clayton said that she went outside to be sick. The Luftwaffe
aircrew as well as the RAF fighter pilots soon learned that “careless talk costs
lives” and strict RT procedure was vital.
Another young WAAF recalls that one of her colleagues “talked down” a
Luftwaffe pilot in her perfect German. She managed to guide the disoriented
pilot in to RAF Manston, where he was made a prisoner of war. He must have
been surprised to find himself on English soil. Or perhaps he was just short
of fuel and the prospect of ditching in the cold North Sea didn’t appeal. Her
unit was situated on 100ft high cliffs and they could see the church tower at
Calais on clear days. She also recalls that it was somewhat unnerving to
witness German ME109’s fly straight up about 100 yards away as they
reached the cliffs after flying at sea level to avoid Radar detection!
Aileen Clayton, or Aileen Morris as she was then, gained a commission. The
first woman in the WAAF's to be commissioned in the Y Service. She went
on to become a senior Y Service officer.
In her book, "The Enemy is Listening", she goes on to relate many fascinatPage 8

ing stories about the dark days of the "Battle of Britain". It was often possible
to listen to Luftwaffe pilots well above British fighters and the WAAF's
would feel completely helpless because at that time it was not possible to
communicate in time to the British fighters that they were about to be attacked.
In her book Aileen Clayton also remembers the part played by the Y Service
in what was know as "the battle of the beams". This was the German radio
device for homing in on a target city.
In the beginning the various air and naval operation rooms were somewhat
sceptical of Y intelligence, but as time went on they became increasingly
convinced and would not hesitate to contact us to ask if we had any information about a raid that had been carried out or, "there's a convoy entering the
channel tomorrow. Please let us know as son as you hear any reaction from
the enemy". "From this we knew we had been accepted", said Aileen.
By 1941 and the fact that Germany had attacked Russia, together with the
developing campaign in North Africa, some of the Luftwaffe units had
moved south and east. Up to now the interception of RT radio traffic had been
undertaken exclusively by women. There was a reluctance to move women
so close to the war zone but with all her experience gained in England Aileen
Clayton was asked if she would be prepared to go to Cairo to help organize
the interception of RT traffic from Luftwaffe fighters.
After a hair raising journey in a flying boat via Ireland to Portugal. Then
down to Gambia and well out into the Atlantic for safety reasons and then
Lagos. Across Africa via Kano, Maiduguri, Fort Lamy and on to Khartoum
in a Lockheed Lodestar. The Lodestar developed engine trouble half an hour
out from Kano and landed in a swamp next to the airfield! Aileen finally
arrived at Khartoum a few days later and after dinner at the splendid Government House on the Nile as guest of the governor of the Sudan, she was flown
on to Egypt. "It had been a fascinating 10 days journey, said Aileen!"
Her previous experience in the United Kingdom proved very useful and in
her book she goes in great detail into the war in the Middle East.
We may not have been and indeed were not, prepared for war, but we always
had our own particular strengths. We were great improvisers and certainly
used our wits. On one occasion the enemy completely jammed the vital
signals being transmitted from the besieged island of Malta. We chose to
continue transmitting as if nothing had happened and after a few days the
jamming ceased. Information obtained after the war indicated that the
Germans assumed that we had been able to overcome the jamming and
therefore gave up doing so which was the very reason we had ignored the
jamming!
Successes and failures there were on both sides but the German love of order
consistently played into the hands of British intelligence and was a great

Fighter Group, nicknamed the “Hard Luck Group” because they suffered the
highest rate of casualties for any of the fighter groups. He attained the rank
of Staff Sergeant and was stationed at Martlesham Heath Airfield, Suffolk,
England. Like others of the “Greatest Generation”, Cliff was very patriotic.
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Many of you will not remember Rex. Rex was one of the original MHAS
members, a great friend of Gordon Kinsey our first society president. Sadly
as time passes there are fewer of us to remember the old hands.
Rex became a victim of Alzheimer’s many years ago and was eventually
confined to a care home near Woolverstone. Towards the end he was
transferred to a specialist home in Hadleigh where he sadly passed away on
the 6th July 2019 aged 82 years.
Rex was crazy about Aeroplane's, Steam Trains, Jazz music and Ipswich
Town FC to mention just some of his passions and travelled far and wide,
quite often on his own to view one of the above.
In years gone by I would organise a day out to some airfield or other usually
via RAF Mildenhall. Our journey would sometimes take us as far as RAF
Binbrook in Lincolnshire or RAF Coningsby. They were fabulous days,
golden memories that sadly cannot be repeated today.
On one such day out we ended up at RAF Marham in Norfolk. In those days
the RAF and the USAF exchanged units and I guess they still do. One such
exchange was the yearly exchange of the Vulcan bombers with the USAF
B52’s. The Vulcan’s would travel to the US and the great big B52’s of the
USAF would come to RAF Marham.
We arrived in the late afternoon and through field glasses could just make out
the B52’s in the distance. Suddenly we heard the sound of a shotgun going
off, it was an RAF security guard shooting rabbits on the edge of the airfield.
Rex decided to approach the guard in order to try and secure the aircraft serial
numbers. “How would you like to see the planes close up” says the guard,
our faces beamed, but how. The guard radioed the control tower and
permission was granted. All we had to do was cross over the waist high
fence, no problem. The four of us scrambled into the Land Rover and off we
went straight over to the B52’s. We were taken to the Master Sgt who invited
us to take what pictures we wanted and apologised that the planes were now
shut for the day otherwise we would have been taken inside. These opportunities are rarer than Rocking Horse manure (forgive the expression) and
would certainly never happen today.
Yes Rex will always be in my thoughts.

Martyn Cook MHAS chairman.

Sally Dearman-Cummings is clearly a talented and highly intelligent lady
and gave us all an evening to remember. She currently gives various talks in
aid of charities and her details are on the WWW.
Friday July 5th.… We were entertained by Bob Collis an aviation historian
and author who lives at Lowestoft and the subject of his talk was, "Zeppelins
Over Lowestoft - Great War Raids on the East Coast Town. Bob was
accompanied by two friends who are also aviation enthusiasts.
The Zeppelin was an enormous 600ft long dirigible which was filled with
hydrogen gas bags to give them lift and usually had a crew of 22 men.
Lowestoft was one of many towns which received visits from the then
invincible Zeppelin. They carried a bomb load of 50kg bombs.
Bob showed many photographs taken at the time of the damage caused. We
had no answer to the Zeppelin until 1916 because the standard BE2 fighter
which was deployed on home defence was incapable of climbing to the
height at which the Zeppelin flew. By 1916 we had developed aircraft which
were capable of taking on the German "terror weapon", as it was called in
those days. We also developed incendiary bullets which set fire to the gas.
The crew invariably perished in the conflagration.
Gt.Yarmouth was the first town to receive a visit from a Zeppelin. This was
January 1915 and it was not until June 1917 that the Germans stopped using
Zeppelins. By then we had the answer to them.
Friday August 2nd. Our usual first Friday of the month meeting at the
Community Hall was replaced by an all day coach outing first to the De
Havilland Aviation museum at Salisbury hall and then on to the recently
refurbished RAF Museum at Hendon. A full report is in this newsletter.

weakness of the enemy that we were able to exploit in all the intelligence
services. With them everything followed a set pattern. There seemed little
room for individuality. There was a regularity of transmissions that made
repetition inevitable. Repetition is music to the ears of the code breaker.
So, from small acorns great oaks do grow and the Y Service developed into
a highly sophisticated vital arm of British Intelligence. The Army and the
Royal Navy contributed enormously to the fund of knowledge with their own
Y Services.
When the Americans entered the war they naturally had their own comprehensive intelligence service. Nevertheless, RV Jones, in his book, “Most
Secret War” says that in the radio war the Americans left Intelligence to us
and concentrated their efforts on countermeasures. The Germans would have
been envious indeed if they knew to what extent the British and American
Intelligence services co-operated together. The Germans not surprisingly,
distrusted their Italian allies and co-operation between them was poor to
non-existent.
Taken from the WWW and Aileen Clayton – “The Enemy is Listening.”

ALAN POWELL

Sadly we have more than the usual number of obituary’s this month.
Two of our American friends and two from our membership.

Cliff was a Staff Sergeant based at Martlesham Heath with the 356th Fighter
Group USAAF. He accepted an invitation to represent the USAAF at the
opening of our Control Tower museum in September 2000.
Cliff was born on August 11, 1924 in Kingston, NY, the eldest of 5 sons born
to the late Clifford and Catherine Davis. During his childhood, Cliff lived in
Kingston, Ashokan, Sleightsburg, and Port Ewen. Cliff was married for 66
years to the late Hilda Dolman Davis. They met in Liverpool, England,
during World War II. Cliff and his family lived in Lake Katrine for 46 years.
Cliff graduated from Kingston High School in 1940, at the age of 15. At age
17, Cliff enlisted in the Army Air Corps and was assigned to the 356th
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Our member, Peter Morris presenting a reproduction of a picture of a P51
Mustang - with the control tower in the background. The picture was owned
by Peter, who generously donated it to the Black Tiles pub.
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I would like to thank all those that contributed to the Macmillan Cancer
Support boxes that were passed around at our July 5th meeting. The total
donated was £78.28p and I would like to thank you for your support to this
deserving cause. I have sent the cheque off today and once again thank you
all.

Robert Dunnett. (Vice Chairman.)

I am grateful to Howard King for the following story…
Extracts from “Air Force Blue” by Patrick Bishop - this bit relates to aircraft
operating from Martlesham Heath. Page 150.

Denis Wissler did not regard himself as a particularly good Pilot and his Diary
is touching in its frank depiction of his shortcomings and frustrations as he
struggled to get off the mark. Mechanical problems with his aircraft or the
vagaries of the duty roster meant that for one reason or another he never
seemed to be flying when the squadron had a good day.
Much of July was spent operating out of Debden and Martlesham Heath
carrying out routine shipping patrols over the Channel and responding to
“flaps”, which produced no action. Days went by without an enemy aircraft
being sighted.
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His first combat of the Battle of Britain was an unsatisfactory affair. On 2nd
July 1940 while patrolling with his flight commander Alf Bayne and Harold
“Birdy” Bird Wilson, they encountered a Heinkel 111 being half-heartedly
attacked by Spitfires. They joined in, making “a head-on attack and then an
astern attack, pieces and all coming out in all directions. The enemy aircraft
slowly went down to the water. I thought it was trying to get away low down
and made another head-on attack. This time it went into the water, he
watched as 3 crewmen climbed out into a dinghy then “called up over R/T
for a boat to be put out.”
Success was regarded as collective as much as individual, a cause for
celebration by the entire squadron as well as the victorious pilot.
George Barclay, a colleague of Denis Wissler, recorded how when a batch of
decorations were announced to four squadron members “great jubilations
and a most monumental party was the result” starting at an Epping Pub, The
Thatched House, only two miles from the Debden base – before moving on
to the mess.
Boasting and line shooting on the other hand was distinctly bad form. Denis
Whissler recounted the reaction to a press interview by a 17 Squadron Pilot,
Count Manfred Czernin, who, though born in Berlin, the son of an Austrian
diplomat, had an English mother and had been educated at Oundle Public
School. “Czernin had been shooting a grand line in the daily Sketch about his
dog and the number of enemy he had shot down", he wrote on 2nd August.
“It is treated with derision up here". The temptation to mock led to some of
the pilots to write to the paper claiming that the Count had been too modest
and his true score was not eight enemy aircraft but eighteen!

Friday 7th June… Our speaker was Sally Dearman-Cummings and the subject
of her talk was "From Fast Jets to Wobbly Heads!"
Sally was a local girl and attended Northgate Grammar School for Girls. She
joined the RAF in 1984 until 1985. Sally gained her commission and spent
six years as a Fighter Controller before training as a pilot. She was the first
woman to complete the RAF Fast Jets flying training programme.
Sally decided that inevitably being trained for a fighter pilot she would have
to be prepared to be in a combat role and decided therefore that she would
prefer to become a helicopter pilot saving lives in air, sea rescue.
After leaving the RAF she began a family and has two daughters and a son.
Her eldest daughter accompanied her.
Sally is a bundle of energy and ambition and she then spent nearly five years
as a weather presenter for the BBC World Service and Radio Four.
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